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Abstract:
This paper looks critically at the idea that the causes of violent conflict can
be explained through a focus on innate human propensities rather than
contingent social considerations. It traces the origins of this premise from
Darwin’s motor of natural selection and socio-biological accounts of conflict
causality, before going on to discuss the rise of perspectives that place a
similarly immutable emphasis on cultural determinants. It argues that the
renewed salience of such culturalism has been extended and developed over
the last decade or so to direct attention towards the apparently peculiarly
threatening nature of Muslims and Islam.
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Violence, Culture and the
Muslim Menace

It is necessary in order to be able to hate the Jew – for one
does not hate natural phenomena like earthquakes and
plagues of locusts – that [he has] the virtue of freedom. Only
the freedom in question is carefully limited. The Jew is free to
do evil, not good; he has only as much free will as is
necessary for him to take full responsibility for the crimes of
which he is the author; he does not have enough to be able to
achieve a reformation.1

Recently, there has, as Mark Duffield notes, been a growing tendency to see
the violence of the non-Western “other” as rooted in ‘the reappearance of
ancient tribal hatreds and other forms of biocultural determinism’.2
Sharpened by the supposed pointlessness of “new” forms of warfare
overseas and the apparently growing “religious” flavour of Muslim militancy
at home and abroad over the last decade or so, attention has moved away
from political and economic explanations of motive (beyond avariciousness
or mere recidivism) and towards an emphasis upon culture, ideology and
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atavism. Despite the considerable influence over both international and
domestic policy that these types of approaches have garnered, few studies
have sought to explore the theoretical underpinnings and social implications
of seeing violence, in general, and terrorism, in particular, in these limited
terms.3 This paper suggests that such culturalist interpretations have their
roots in (and, to some degree, derive legitimacy from) the “natural” science
of evolutionary biology and its, commonly implicit, commentary on race and
culture. The result, it is proposed, is a hybridised vision of social action
which, following the end of the Cold War, has become of paradigmatic
salience in the image of non-Western “others” and their peculiarly violence
proclivities. The paper then goes on to conclude that, while this culturalist
discourse continues to operate as a means of explaining such violence
outside the West and its primary function has been, particularly since the
attacks on Washington and New York in 2001, to construct and maintain a
connection between Muslims, Islam and violence and present this as the
primary threat – both internal and external – to the West “itself”.

INCOMPATIBILTY INNATUS

As Mahmood Mamdani has observed, the post-Cold War period has been
‘marked by the ascendancy and rapid politicizing of a single term: culture’.
Unlike other forms of usage, though, the contemporary discourse ‘assumes
that every culture has a tangible essence that defines it, and it then explains
politics as a consequence of that essence’. It is therefore ‘no longer the
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market (capitalism), nor the state (democracy), but culture (modernity) that is
said to be the dividing line between those in favor of a peaceful, civic
existence and those inclined to [participate in] terror’ and violence.4 This
section argues that the construction of such a divide and its delimiting
essence is derived, and seeks legitimacy, from “biologised” accounts of
“human nature”. It is suggested that that evolutionary narratives and the
genetic and racial endowments they bequeath have been used to substantiate
a Leitmotif in which innate (i.e. inborn) factors are said to maintain a
determinative influence over individuals’ relational environment and thus
give rise to similarly immutable cultural features – of which violence and
terrorism are pertinent and preoccupying examples.

The bedrock of this “biocultural determinism” (and, by extension, the
ancient hatreds account of cultural pluralism looked at in the next section) is
the Darwinian precept of organic adaptation; the proposal that an organism
is embedded within a process of variation, transmitted between parent and
offspring, which better equips it to function within its environment. The
result is situation in which some individuals survive and breed more easily
than

others,

thereby

hereditarily

reinforcing

and

developing

the

representation of certain genetic, and thus behavioural, characteristics in
future generations. Aggression, including the use of violence, is held to be
one such characteristic. In environments where the supply of food and mates
is in short supply, aggressive animals are, it is suggested, more likely to live
longer and produce (and protect) greater numbers of offspring. As a result,
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violent conflict, along with other strategies, such as co-operation, migration
and so on, evolved in a course of natural selection.5

Although Darwin was careful not to include humanity explicitly in his On the
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection (1859), the fact that ‘in the midnineteenth century, science, theology, philosophy, and social theory had not
yet been severed from one another to form autonomous disciplines’, meant
that his biological theory quickly became ‘a source of both scientific insight
and scientized social philosophy’.6 Indeed, in preparing his subsequent work,
The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex (1871), Darwin borrowed
extensively from non-biological sources, including Thomas Malthus’ Essay on
the Principle of Population (1798) and William Paley’s Natural Theology (1802). He
was also particularly influenced by his teacher, Charles Lyell, and his views
on the inevitability of supremacist violence. Darwin’s prediction that ‘the
civilized races of man will almost certainly exterminate and replace
throughout the world the savage races’ is, for instance, a paraphrase of Lyell’s
conclusion that, since lower-order species ‘have each slaughtered their
thousands, why should not we, the lords of creation, do the same?’.7

This cross-fertilisation of ideas between the biological and social sciences
persisted within the work of writers such as Herbert Spencer (1820-1903)
and William Graham Sumner (1840-1910) who extended various and oftendistorted renditions of Darwin’s postulates – particularly the putative links
between genetic endowment and behavioural proclivity – to Europe and the
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United States. The result was a “biologising of ethics” in which ‘notions of
economics, demographics, politics and philosophy… began to revolve
around a Darwinian centre’. In this way, Social Darwinism and its ‘conviction
that imperialism is a biologically necessary process which, according to the
laws of nature, leads to the inevitable destruction of lower races’ was ‘taken
up at every point along the political spectrum – from laissez-faire capitalism
to communist collectivism to National Socialism’.8 A general, still widelyheld, conclusion emerged that aggression and violence are fixed patterns of
behaviour caused by innate motor actions that render social conflict endemic
to human society and thus cannot be eliminated other than by a change in
genetic processes.

Attempting to affect such a change and thereby produce a society less subject
to violent conflict led some writers to suggest that, by controlling
reproduction and manipulating natural selection, it might be possible to
produce characteristics that, in Darwinian terms, better suit individuals to
their cultural environment – the existing power relations of the social order
in which they live. In 1883, Darwin’s cousin, Francis Galton, formulised this
as the new “discipline” of eugenics which, in a speech to the Sociology
Society at the University of London in 1904, he defined as ‘the science which
deals with all influences that improve the inborn qualities of a race’. While in
Great Britain eugenics organisations were primarily concerned with
preventing the “unfit” from having children by withdrawing welfare
provisions (which were regarded as a distortion of natural selection
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principles), equivalents within the United States took up Galton’s work as a
way of dealing with domestic racial conflict. In 1906, for instance, the
Committee on Eugenics was established with the expressed aim of stemming
‘the tide of threatened racial degeneracy’ and protecting America against
‘indiscriminate immigration, criminal degenerates, and race suicide’.9

Supported by luminaries such as John Maynard Keynes and Julian Huxley
(the first director of UNESCO), a raft of literature appeared tackling a wide
range of social issues – from the distribution of intelligence within society
(the infamous Bell Curve Theory) to the causes of criminality and the
purported benefits of selective sterilisation programmes (imposed in 27
American states (where at least 9,000 people were sterilised) as well as
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland and Germany by 1935). By 1923,
research had advanced sufficiently for Fairfield Osborn (President of the
American Museum of Natural History from 1908 to 1933) to conclude that,
in explaining the origins of violent conflict in many American cities, ‘we have
learned once and for all that the Negro is not like us’.10 Although widespread
revulsion at the use of such ideas during the Second World War acutely
damaged the reputation of eugenics in particular and sociobiology in general,
the gradual elucidation of DNA (as the psychochemical mechanism of
heredity Darwin lacked) during the 1960s led to renewed interest in the link
between race, violence and order and a return to the avocation of large-scale
social engineering programmes. Francis Crick, for instance, suggested
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reversible sterilisation and licensing ‘people with the qualities we like’ to bear
children.11

A key reason for such “optimism” was DNA research’s separation of
genotypes from phenotypes (traits that are expressed in only a subset of the
overall population). This implied a more developmentalist or “soft” form of
inheritance in which environment and innate coding interact, prompting
some writers to propose that, since behaving aggressively carries acute risks,
the intensity of human conflict may vary with the nature of the
environmental stimulus, rather than be simply motivated by an innate and
constant drive. For instance, while people may, in keeping with higher
primates, engage in territorial behaviour in response to a wide range of
possible stimuli, greater aggressiveness is more probable when there exists an
acute threat to individual fitness – most reliant on an adequate supply of
material resources and potential mates. Extrapolating from studies of primate
competition, it was thus concluded that a ‘high population density always
leads to an increase in aggressiveness and that this also occurs in humans’.12

As an additional caveat, such a tendency was claimed to be both more
common and more intense amongst mammals that have already mated.
Squirrels, for example, were found to be more likely to fight, rather than flee,
when they had offspring and a nearby home. Dubbed the “territorial
imperative” by Robert Ardrey, this is held to be apparent in human society
too. Although others have plausibly pointed to matters of logistics, the
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maintenance of technology and morale, more pressing economic interests
and the familiarity of terrain as key determinants of civil wars’ supposedly
greater violence intensities, these writers claim that the drive to protect the
collective gene-pool can fully account for why ‘we fight most strongly for
what we believe in, …[which is] most likely to be closely related to our home
and our family… [as a] reproductively relevant resource’.13

At the collective level, the affiliation to in-groups, as the modern supra
family, can, it is suggested, form a basis for tribal and national identities with
considerable mobilising potential as inclusive fitness maximisation. This has
been used to explain the nature of political competition in sub-Saharan
Africa, the efficacy of organised religion and the urge for national selfdetermination. Pierre van der Berghe has, for instance, developed the notion
of ‘ethnic nepotism’ in which racist sentiments can be explained by a
genetically endowed propensity ‘to react favorably toward other organisms to
the extent that these organisms are biologically related to the actor’. Starting
from the premise that ‘ethnic groups can be perceived as extended kin
groups’, Tatu Vanhanen extends Berghe’s work to hypothesise that ‘the more
ethnic groups differ from each other genetically, the higher the probability
and intensity of conflict between them’. Having tested various measures of
ethnic categorisation, he finds that the average probability of civil conflict is
52.87 for Asia, 58.44 for Africa and only 31.58 in Europe, leading him to
conclude that, while ‘ethnic nepotism is a part of human nature’, the main
source of conflict in the ‘ethnically relatively homogeneous’ societies of
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western Europe is ‘the pressure of immigration from poor parts of the
world’.14

This naturalises concerns about social diversity by normalising the
association of non-related individuals with competition, enmity and fear.
Chauvinist prejudices are thus cast as understandable concerns over the
presence of strangers, thereby providing ‘an alibi for racism’ by concealing
the notion of the majority’s moral superiority behind an afflatus of cultural
purity.15 Preventing our apparently innate distrust of the “other” from
expressing itself violently is said to rest on an individual’s assessment of five
‘recognition markers’: physical appearance, descent, language, homeland and
religion. Since these are held to act as a hindrance to conflict, diverse
societies – particularly those in which overcrowding accentuates “the
territorial imperative” – are (despite frequently exhibiting high levels of
stability and declining violent crime rates) predicted to be high on tension
and low on reciprocity.16

Plainly, it is, as with the work of Darwin, impossible to divorce these
“scientific” observations from moral commentary and social policy. Thomas
Jackson, for instance, writes that the ‘most obvious lesson’ of Vanhanen’s
work is that the ‘white nations of the world… are only planting the seeds of
conflict when they permit large numbers of aliens into their countries’ (2002:
12). After all, ‘to do nothing while your ethno-racial group is destroyed’ is,
Michael Rienzi continues, as ‘unnatural… [as] to do nothing while your
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extended family is threatened’.17 A key problem for this kind of reasoning is,
however, that, even for a phenotypic subset of human activity, conflict, as a
proportion of human interaction, is relatively infrequent. While individuals
may have disputes with others quite regularly, aggressive behaviour is, for
most people, quite unusual and violence is rarer still. Indeed, as Keith Webb
observes, people in many parts of the world probably spend more time
watching television than engaging in conflict, yet nobody is arguing that this
is born of an innate propensity.18

Moreover, at the state level, the majority of countries have experienced,
despite considerable rises in human population, a declining rate of warfare
over the last few centuries. States’ involvement in collective conflict does, in
fact, appear to occur in historical pockets – compare, for instance, Sweden’s
militarism of the ninth and seventeenth centuries with its current (relative)
passivity. Indeed, across the global system as a whole, this state-level variance
may produce a pattern of large-scale wars which is broadly cyclical rather
than deterministically constant. Attempting to disregard such contextualism,
leads to important errors at the unitary level of analysis. The vagaries of
Vanhanen’s dataset, for example, oblige him to conclude that Estonia and
Canada are more than twice as likely to enter a civil war as El Salvador and
Algeria.19

Indeed, once these great variations are acknowledged, it is difficult to
substantiate Vanhanen’s conclusion regarding the link between violence and
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“human nature”. Rather than referring to a self-evident aspect of the
individual psyche, this association is, as Keith Webb has noted, actually based
upon a confused representation of the organic environment in which the
“natural” is associated with an incongruous blend of pristine simplicity and
uniform regularity. Infectious disease, insect plagues, drought and violence
are, presumably, to be placed within this category while homosexuality,
immunisation, peace, clothes, ungrateful children and selflessness are, despite
the frequency with which they are observed, to be excluded. The arrantly
normative nature of such a position clearly undermines much of this kind of
work’s claim to “scientific” neutrality.

To ground academic research upon the supposition that ‘man is “only” or
“merely” a more complex kind of animal’ is, in fact, to ignore the fact that
the things which ‘essentially characterize the human species – moral
behaviour, inventiveness, symbolism etc. – are so far divorced from anything
observed in the animal world that any such comparison is foolish’.20 For
instance, humans can, uniquely, overcome the fight-or-flight mechanism and,
in conscientious objection, choose a non-violent response which is neither
surrender nor conflict. Similarly, other apparently evolutionary imperatives
can also be surmounted. Sustenance requirements can be modified by
dieting, fasting or, in hunger striking, conquered altogether. Sexual behaviour
has become detached from procreative functions and can also be denuded or
eliminated through solitude or celibacy. In reality, the only conclusion that
can be drawn with any certainty is that people are likely to eat and to
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fornicate and may also, but not uniformly, seek affection and occasionally
fight. These rather acute limitations mean that, even if some social attributes
are endowed hereditarily, they are so heavily overlaid with culture as to be no
longer genetically driven.21

THE CONTEMPOARY OTHER

Culture has long been regarded as a possible ‘counter [to the] individual
selfish tendencies which biological evolution has continued to select as a
result of… genetic competition’. Commonly, the relationship between social
and the biological is repositioned thus: ‘culture is created by the communal
mind, and each mind in turn is the product of the genetically structured
human brain. …The mind grows from birth to death by absorbing parts of
the existing culture available to it’.22 In this way, variance in human behaviour
in general, and conflict in particular, becomes explicable by a complex
interaction between the socially acquired and the natural – a position which
has the happy corollary of absorbing all forms of social learning (thereby
making nature and nurture debates commensurate) and thus resisting
falsification. Such elasticity facilitates a more nuanced incorporation of
cultural variance into the evolutionist rubric, thereby constituting less
teleological models of human behaviour and responding to the severe
criticisms that more rudimentary determinism has attracted.23
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It also helps to resolve a key contradiction: ‘how can altruism, which by
definition reduces personal fitness, possibly evolve by natural selection?’. To
answer this, Darwin’s story of selective pressures upon our ancestors is recast
as a vindication of the utility of co-operation and reciprocity (initially
suggested by Richard Leaky in the 1970s). Along with aggression, these
cultural patterns have also apparently become ‘embedded to some degree in
our genetic make-up’ thereby divorcing the demarcation of in-groups and
out-groups from the relational environment and entrenching the ‘xenophobic
principle… [with]in virtually every group of animals displaying higher forms
of social organization’.24 In this way, racism and prejudice are transformed
into “normal”, biologically-derived aspects of delimited altruism. As Samuel
Huntington notes, ‘north African immigration to France generates hostility
among Frenchmen and at the same time increased [sic] receptivity to
immigration by “good” European Catholic Poles’.

The idea that ‘a high immigration rate means, in general, a lower relatedness
between individuals, which in turn means less altruism and more
competitiveness’, is thus importantly moderated by cultural (or for
Huntington civilisational) perceptions of group affiliation to the supra family
which are, themselves, ‘controlled primarily by the values, norms, or duties
imposed by the sociocultural structure… distantly related to the basic
propensities of individuals on which natural selection operated’.25 In this way,
culture ‘reinforces human tendencies… to engage in an unusual (and
unusually ferocious) group-against-group competition. …[It] alone leads
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frequently to imbalances that make such all-out aggression apparently
profitable’. So since conflict causality is seen as innately embedded in the
cultures of the protagonists, it must be treated in isolation from political or
economic concerns.26

Here, the maxim that ‘neither a democratic nor a capitalist economy is
conceivable apart from certain cultural and moral habits’ has led to the view
that ‘the ideologies of many Third World states are more supportive of war
than ideological beliefs held elsewhere’. Whereas the West has ‘assimilated
the social ideas and attitudes of peace... [i]n the Third World, …religious,
ethnic, and political hatreds persist’. Indeed, of the 29 countries identified by
Albert Somit and Steven Peterson as having successfully developed
structures of protecting inclusive fitness, only four are from the South and
only Botswana is from Africa.27 By highlighting the ‘vital importance of
cultural closures and traditions for the accumulation of individual aptitudes,
and, most importantly, the “natural” bases of xenophobia and social
aggression’, this, as Etienne Balibar observes, reintroduces the older idea that
‘the historical cultures of humanity can be divided into two main groups, the
one assumed to be universalistic and progressive, the other supposed
irremediably particularistic and primitive’. As such, he continues, a ‘return of
the biological theme is permitted… within the framework of cultural racism’
which simultaneously ‘closes off any path towards real development… while
directly coinciding at points with the political objectives of an aggressive neoliberalism’.28
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Within the sub-state groups of the Balkans, for instance, it was, according to
this reasoning, all but inevitable that a shift in geo-political power, such as
the collapse of the Soviet Union, would release ‘a scramble for turf
between… the inheritors of Rome, Byzantium and Islam’ motivated by
‘ancient political feuds as antagonistic and passionate as ever’.29 These were,
apparently, a result not of contemporary inculcation, but of the ‘defrosting’
of innate animosities which Moscow-backed regimes had ‘officially
suppressed but never fully extinguished’.30 Once awoken from this
‘communist-inspired sleep’, large-scale violence was ‘inevitably resurgent
given the almost genetic propensity to violence of the Balkan peoples’.31
Despite the fact that, in 1991, 34 per cent of all Sarajevo’s marriages were
multiethnic and 85 per cent of Serbia’s reservists refused to be called up for
military action, commentators concluded that the Balkans is ‘a region of pure
memory’ where it is ‘only a matter of time’ before grievances flare up. Such
thinking can, as Eric Hobsbawm notes, only lead to the conclusion that ‘the
people of central and eastern Europe will go on living in countries… inspired
by xenophobic nationalism and intolerance’ (1997: 6).32

On a broader canvas, the logic of inherent incompatibility prompted Samuel
Huntington to give expression to Orientalism’s long-held fear that the
subaltern may unite to create a world in which ‘the great divisions among
humankind and the dominating source of conflict will be cultural’. While
each of the nascent blocs he identifies as potential sources of contention
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(‘Western, Confucian, Japanese, Islamic, Hindu, Slavic-Orthodox, Latin
American and possible African civilizations’) are characterised as potentially
threatening, ‘his (and, arguably, the American people’s) favorite future foe:
Islam’, as the archetypal and global exemplar of atavism, is dwelled upon the
longest.33 The widely accepted, though probably inaccurate, identity of the
terrorists responsible for the attacks on New York and Washington in 2001
pushed the world’s media towards Huntington’s paradigm which was,
according to Ervand Abrahamian, ‘automatically, implicitly and unanimously
adopted’ in the United States (thereby sending his book to the top of the
bestseller list – even now, in mid-2007, it remains in Amazon’s top 4,000 (out
of more than 2 million titles)).34 Overlooking the fact that the attacks did not
include a cultural target (the World Trade Centre, the White House, the
Pentagon were chosen as bastions of economic, political and military power,
but Disneyland was ignored), President Bush described the events as ‘a threat
to civilization and our way of life’ – a sentiment echoed by Prime Minister
Blair’s characterisation of the London bombings of 2005 as ‘an attack on our
values’.35

Such violence is thus depicted and analysed as a product of an immutably
truculent worldview which is, itself, an extension of the innate aggression of
the incompatible non-Western “other”. Of whom, Muslims are (in a ‘view
formed in the two centuries of so after 1100, and which has been modified
only slowly since’) seen as amongst the least able to accept the “natural”
order of Western leadership – or what Darwin considered the inevitability of
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the civilised races exterminating and replacing the savage races. As Paul
Kennedy explains,
Far from preparing for the 21st century, much of the Arab
and Muslim world appears to have difficulty in coming to
terms with the 19th century. …If one needed an example of
the importance of cultural attitudes in explaining a society’s
response to change, contemporary Islam provides it.36
Muslim participation in violent conflict is therefore to be understood not as a
consequence of material considerations, but as a ‘vehement rejection of
Western culture’ and its virtues of ‘freedom, democracy, tolerance and
diversity’ born of a retrogressive desire to denude the ‘secular, scientific,
rational and commercial civilization created by the Enlightenment’.37 It is not,
in other words, a reaction to political or economic conditions, but a product
of Muslims’ singular and invariably bellicose cultural reference point – the
reactionary tents of Islam – which, as ‘an archaic form of devotion [and] a
contemptible failing in sophistication and skill’, inevitably leads its adherents
‘to a sensation of utter futility’. Consequently, it is logical to conclude that
‘terrorism on the part of the Arab and Muslim world is Islamic in nature’.38 Al
Qa’eda is therefore not only viewed as a body of armed activists, but also as a
set of ideas that ‘are not theological outliers’ (as the vast majority of Muslim
clerics claim), but part of ‘a revivalist social movement’.39

It is this – the immutable cultural threat to the security of the West – which
represents ‘the most important narrative of “Islamic terrorism”’.40 In an echo
of socio-biological discourses on immigration, cultural diversity is depicted as
a menace to majority values and an important cause of domestic conflict. As
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before, ‘the pivotal articulation of danger’ is ‘the decivilising representation
of the enemy as “alien, subversive, dirty or sick”’. Particularly alarming for
writers such as Daniel Pipes (a former director of the United States Institute
of Peace) is the prospect of a ‘massive immigration of brown-skinned
peoples… cooking strange food… [and] not exactly maintaining Germanic
standards of hygiene’. Amongst these, the most threatening is, he continues
in a more recent article, ‘Islamists’ – all of whom share, despite a ‘stubborn
record of illiteracy, poverty, intolerance, and autocracy’, a singular ‘ambition,
which is what they call the “Islamization” of America’ and the wider West.41
Since, according to Greg Austin, former Director of the Foreign Policy Centre,
these ‘“jihadists” can be found in almost any place that Muslim communities
can be found’, it is unclear how long the Western polity, once rendered ‘truly
multicultural and pervaded with an internal clash of civilizations, will
…survive as a liberal democracy’. In its place, President Bush suggests,
Muslim extremists aim to develop, through the ‘demented logic of the
fanatic’, a cultural programme intended to ‘impose a grim vision in which
dissent is crushed, and every man and woman must think and live in [a]
colorless conformity’ where ‘women are whipped, and children are schooled
in hatred and murder and suicide’.42

Indeed, it is this shift from the subjectivist acceptance of terrorists’ own
claims about their motivations to the objectivist ascription of such postulates
to the Muslim world as a whole which, in place of adequate evidence,
substantiates the belief that Al Qa’eda is a coherent and hierarchic
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organisation with a global support network of ‘some 100 to 150 million
persons worldwide’ and a further 350 to 400 million sympathisers. Backed up
by leporine birth rates (which, according to Huntington, threaten to reduce
the West to ‘a miniscule and declining part of the world’s population’),
“Islamic terrorism” is thus vaunted as ‘capable of devastating destruction
worldwide’ in pursuit of an overall objective of ‘uniting all Muslims into one
state, and dominating the world’.43 By combining demographics with the
prospect of collective violence in this way, Huntington and others ‘follow a
long line of literature forecasting ominous consequences from Muslim
fecundity’. Inter-war eugenicists, for instance, did not limit their concerns
simply to the dangers of racial mongrelization’ and the dilution of the ‘blood
of a nation’, but also spoke of the cultural hazard to the West’s ‘Nordic spirit’
from the ‘strong sexual appetites… [and] slipshod, easy going existence’ of
the ‘average Oriental’. Today, Muslim natality is, as before, said to supply
‘ready recruits for opposition causes’, particularly ‘Islamic fundamentalism’,
which, since the early 1980s, has, according to the CIA, offered ‘the principal
ideological haven for Muslim youth’.44

This contrasts sharply with the fertility ratios of what Bruce Bawer calls
‘native Western Europeans’ which, at between 1.2 and 1.8, is insufficient to
redress Muslims’ current 16-20 per cent share of the continent’s children. For
Bawer, these ‘marauding kids don’t reject their parents’ values – in all too
many cases, they embody them.’ These may be summed up as ‘a primitive
cult of honour’ in which ‘pluralism, tolerance, and sexual equality are alien
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and immoral. They see Western society as the enemy, European men as
wimps, European women as sluts. … [I]t’s little wonder that gang violence
and mayhem are a growing problem across the continent’.45 In Britain,
where, Melanie Phillips claims, ‘the promotion of Islam in Britain [has]
bec[o]me fused with an agenda of murder’, the Muslim youth bulge has
apparently produced a ‘lethal and many-headed hydra’ of up to 16,000
individuals who are ‘actively engaged in or support terrorist activity’ aimed at
‘the historic core of Western liberty’. To ‘halt the drift towards social suicide’,
the British government should, Phillips suggests, retreat from liberal multiculturalism and expel illegal Muslim immigrants, bolster the state’s executive
powers by withdrawing from human and refugee rights conventions, effect
the immediate repatriation of ‘foreign radicals’, close ‘extremist mosques’
under treason legislation and reintroduce Christianity into school assemblies.
As Patrick Buchanan (having lauded the British National Party’s success in
‘concentrat[ing] British political minds wonderfully’) points out, without such
a ‘revival of faith or a great awakening, Western men and women may simply
live out their lives until they are so few they do not matter’. 46

Clearly, then, the identification of the contemporary Muslim “other” differs
from previous scapegoating exercises. The 1942 internment of 120,000
Americans of Japanese descent under President Roosevelt’s Executive Order
9066, for instance, owed more to Victoriana racial profiling techniques than
to assessments of volitional ideological association or criminal inclination.
This is also true of the United States’ ‘War on Drugs’ which, Chrystie
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Flournoy Swiney observes, has used similar methods to detain members of
the Hispanic and Afro-American communities (despite yielding evidence in
only 10 and 8 per cent of cases respectively – compared to 17 per cent of
detained white suspects). Increasingly, the cultural has, as concerns over
‘religious beliefs began to surface, thus affecting a new minority population,
namely Arabs, Muslims and those perceived as either’, become an equally
profound marker of difference and potential criminality as race. According to
Phillips, there has, for example, there has ‘never been any trouble with
Lebanese Christians [in Sydney.] …It was the Muslim community that for
years had been giving rise to a major problem of aggression’. 47

Unlike the concerns over Asia’s “yellow peril”, Hispanic “narco-gangsters”
or what Chuck D called “the fear of a black planet”, the immutable menace
of the Muslim “other” is not easily amenable to the types of “recognition
marker” propounded by socio-biologists. The arrests of John Walker Lindh
(a white American), Richard Reid (an Afro-Caribbean citizen of the United
Kingdom) and the overarching universalism of Islam demonstrate that the
West’s supposed fifth column is too diverse to be properly specified and
cannot be adequately policed via established racial profiling techniques.
Targeted responses have thus given way to a programme of mass
incarceration (dubbed ‘preventive detention’ by Attorney General Ashcroft)
based on denunciation and large increases in state surveillance. Especially
focussed upon have been the ‘the sheiks and imams in the hundreds of
Wahhabi and Shi’ite mosques in America [who have, apparently,] reinforced
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the incantation of jihad, and supported a community of fundamentalist
believers in which the terrorists could immerse themselves’. To do this
effectively, Françoise Debrix notes of the new security agenda, ‘the USA will
have to win the ideological battle. …[It] will require not just the destruction
of “Muslim/Arab/Middle Eastern” lives, but also the erasure of Islam as an
idea, an ideal and a religion’. As Michael Ledeen, a former special advisor to
Secretary of State Haig, concludes, ‘we [the USA] will therefore need to
demonstrate that radical Islamism is a road to humiliation and defeat, not a
pathway to glory’.48 To do this (and to prevent Muslims’ antithetical and
immutable culture from further diversifying racially), a robust restatement of
American values is deemed to be necessary – what Samuel Francis called ‘the
reconquest of the United States… [leading to] the supremacy of whites in a
cultural sense’. After all, it is only majority culture of the United States which,
Victor Davis Hanson claims, has, in the history of humanity, made any
significant effort ‘to ameliorate the savagery innate to all peoples at all
times’.49

Such hyperbole is, once the ‘collective fantasy of a barbaric anti-modern
assailant’ is accepted, grounded upon the reification of the cultural. The
freedom of the “other” to specify both determinant and purpose
autonomously is, as the quotation from Sartre at the start of this paper
illustrates, constrained within exogenously defined limits. In this sense, the
process of “otherisation” rests upon the devolvement of a circumscribed
form of liberty in which the political and the economic (or what Mamdani
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called the state and the market) are replaced by a reinterpretation of the
“other’s” cultural heritage as immutably at odds with the “self”. ‘For’, as
Fanon explains, ‘not only must the black man be black; he must be black in
relation to the white man. …[He] has been given two frames of reference
within which he has to place himself’. Proposed as the defence of the
Western “self”, this bifurcation has its roots in colonisation – the period
when, for Fanon, the “other’s” ‘customs and the sources upon which they
were based, were wiped out because they were in conflict with a civilization
that he did not know and that imposed itself upon him’ – but is, perhaps
more pertinently, recreated the ‘reversal of population movements between
the old colonies and the old metropolises’ which marks out the era of postcolonialism.50 The complexities of the contemporary melting pot mean that
being different is not simply looking different (as an outcome of genetic
endowment) but is also thinking and acting differently. Consequently,
anthropological tabulation is an inadequate classificatory tool (a fact noted by
Houston Stewart Chamberlain almost a century ago) and de facto inferiority
therefore cannot be presented as self-evident. Rather, it must be
substantiated through the construction of an incommensurate distinction
between black and white, Jew and gentile, Muslim and non-Muslim. To
paraphrase Sartre, then, it is necessary, in order to hate the “other”, to
constrain his or her actions within redefined, immutable and binary cultural
boundaries.
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To achieve this delimitation in the case of the Muslim “other”, it is
imperative to maintain an association between Muslims’ behaviour and an
objectified worldview that ‘carries with it an image of Islam as a “conception
of the world” which is incompatible with Europeanness and an enterprise of
universal ideological domination’.51 It is thus “our values” and “our way of
life” which is being challenged, not “our” economic and political policies.
When, for instance, Al-Jazeera reported Al Qa’eda’s claim that their motive
was the pursuit of the ‘eighty-year war’ in Palestine, they were advised by the
White House not to broadcast such ‘inflammatory propaganda’ and forced to
edit future pieces to bring them more in line with the idea its attacks
represent a ‘nihilistic subculture’ leading an ‘assault on civilisation’.
Concurrently, ‘English versions of the al-Qaida statements’ which are, in
Susan Bassnett’s words, ‘the opposite of what was intended’ have been
vigorously disseminated. Through the arbitrary, and sometimes ideological,
use of rhetorical convention and editorial licence (as well as inaccurate
translations due to a shortage of non-Muslim (Muslims are generally
considered to irredeemably untrustworthy) Arabic speakers), an apocalyptic
tone is created which, Bassnett continues, ‘reinforces the stereotype of the
fundamentalist as in direct conflict not just with a particular political enemy,
but with modernity itself’.52

CONCLUSION
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This paper has traced the rise to prominence of what may be termed the
“new culturalism”. It has argued that, while accounts focussed on ethnicity
continue to be embraced by the political right, the premise of the
‘intractability of cultural difference[ ] now plays the classificatory role that
biological difference once did’. Importantly, though, this ‘is always related to
a notion of biological racism to the extent that the culture of groups is
naturalized in terms of some notion of inferior versus superior nature’.53 In
constituting a ‘stigmata of otherness (name, skin colour, religious practices
[and so on])’, culture can, by ‘locking individuals and groups a priori into a
genealogy… that is immutable and intangible in origin …also function like a
nature’. Grounded upon the supposition that ‘the “knowledge” sought and
desired by the masses is an elementary knowledge which simply justifies
them in their spontaneous feelings or brings them back to the truth of their
instincts’, it serves to substantiate the idea ‘that the metropolitan culture is
different from the ethnic minorities’ culture’ and that this difference is best
‘understood in an absolutist, essentialist sense’.54

Understandings of the violence of the “other” (both the internecine warfare
of the “non-West” and the terrorism/civil disorder which the “other” visits
upon the West) have, as a consequence, become ‘explicable simply by
reference to the narcissism of violence’. In some cases, this is apparent in the
absurdity of presenting Africa as a place where ‘torture is exciting, rape is
fun, and looting is profitable’. In others, it is an assumed and un-stated given
from which analysis proceeds. Micro-studies of social ritual, broader
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narratives emphasising the revenge of history and economic studies of
wartime commercial activity are frequently presented without giving an
account of what caused the conflict at the heart of the matters under
discussion. They, and other features of war, are, as Cooper continues, seen as
an integral part of ‘perpetually recidivist societies’ that cannot be explained
and from which the West must protect itself through a combination of
isolationism and the ‘imposition of imperial order’.55

Herein lays the true of efficacy of the new culturalism. In accepting that the
search for successful multi-ethnic societies is futile, it offers an account of
the causes of violence which does not implicate outside forces while
conterminously legitimising inaction or aggression. After all, if conflicts ‘are
understood as no more than settled history or human nature rearing its ugly
head, then there is noting that can be done in the present to resolve the
tension except repress or ignore such struggles’. As Richard Jackson observes
of the current war on terror:
denying the rational political demands of insurgent groups,
demonizing them as fanatics and essentializing them as violent,
irrational, savage and fanatical, the ‘Islamic terrorism’ discourse
normalizes and legitimizes a restricted set of coercive and
punitive counter-terrorism strategies, whilst simultaneously
making non-violent alternatives such as dialogue, compromise
and reform appear inconceivable and nonsensical.56

In their place, it is proposed that ‘incentives must be introduced to foster and
protect inclusive fitness priorities’ and obstruct at least some of the ineludible
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violence that diversity produces. It is reasoned that, ‘if insurmountable
cultural difference is our true “natural milieu”, …then the abolition of that
difference will necessarily give rise to defensive reactions, “interethnic”
conflicts and a general rise in aggressiveness’. Lying at the heart of this –
what Etienne Balibar calls a ‘second position racism’ – are thus ‘not mystical
heredity theorists, but “realist” technicians of social psychology’ who, in
‘mimic[ing] the way in which scientific discursivity [sic] articulates “visible
facts” to “hidden causes”’, seek to naturalise ‘not racial belonging, but racist
conduct’ by inventing, maintaining and disseminating the idea that ‘tolerance
thresholds’, resolutely reinforced by firm regime structures, are necessary to
ensure adequate distance between society’s ineluctably discrete entities.57

It is unsurprising, then, that a perennial preoccupation of proponents of
culturalist determinants is a call for an omnipotent leviathan to mitigate
humanity’s ‘restless desire for power’. It was, for instance, voiced by Hobbes
in the seventeenth century and, in 1997, by Somit and Peterson, who called
on Washington to impose ‘a national policy of democratic indoctrination’
aimed at alleviating a litany of American ills born of individuals’ innate
propensities. Paul Shaw and Yuwa Wong reach the similar conclusion that, at
the international level, a ‘world government [or] some management force’
imposed by ‘a conquest state’ will be necessary to save humanity from its
innately conflictive inclination and impose a ‘truly monumental’ re-education
programme ‘at least over the next few generations’.58
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